Floating Gate (FG) semiconductor memories, such as EPROM, EEPROM and Flash, can be of interest for space applications thanks to their high performances in terms of data retention and information density. The most radiation sensitive part of commercial Flash memories is the complex circuitry external to the FG cell array. According to a model for the threshold voltage shift (∆V TH ) due to irradiation with γ-ray from 60 Co, in a first phase holeelectron pairs are generated by radiation inside the tunnel oxide. Then, some of the holes surviving the prompt recombination phase can drift into the FG, where they recombine a corresponding number of stored electrons, thus reducing the FG negative charge; other radiationgenerated holes can be trapped in the tunnel oxide, thus reducing the FG MOSFET V TH ; finally, electrons stored in the FG can gain energy from the ionizing radiation and be emitted over the oxide barrier height toward the CG or the Si substrate.
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This model proved very good for γ radiation, but its extension to heavy ions is problematic, as we'll show in this contribution. We have studied specially designed 4Mbit FG arrays, manufactured by ST Microelectronics, Agrate Brianza, Italy, in two different technologies. In each memory cell V TH was read and programmed by using a specially designed instrument called RIFLE (Research Instrument for FLash Evaluation), with a read error of about 40mV. Devices were irradiated by using the SIRAD irradiation facility of the 15MV Tandem at Laboratori Nazionali di Legnaro. We used I, Ni, Si, and Ag ions whose characteristics are reported in TABLE II. We accurately evaluated the charge trapped in the FG, QFG, and the tunnel oxide field, E OX , as a function of measured threshold voltage V TH by using a compact flash model. Finally, an original gate current model was used to simulate the current across the tunnel oxide due to multiple Trap Assisted Tunneling (TAT).
We tested the effect of 10 7 I ions/cm 2 irradiation on a T2 device. Hit cells are easily identified because of relatively large ∆V TH , and are randomly distributed across the array. The number of hit cells fully agrees with theoretical calculations, based on the FG area and the number of incident ions. In Fig.1 we show the effect of this irradiation on the V TH probability density of the tested T2 device. Before irradiation the probability density closely follows the gaussian shape expected, with a peak at V TH =6.45V. Using a compact flash cell model, we can estimate E OX =1.94 MV/cm for a T2 cell with the peak V TH value. After irradiation a secondary peak appears at about 5.85 V corresponding to hit cells. The charge loss ∆Q FG between the main and the secondary peak in Fig.1 is about 2,800 electrons. After an I ion strike, about 7,700 holeselectron pairs are generated in the tunnel oxide. The number of holes surviving the prompt recombination can be evaluated as less than 1%, i.e., about 70 holes. A strong contribution to the FG charge loss (2,800 electrons) may come from hole injection into the FG only if this model is coarsely wrong. In summary, we have identified two characteristics of the FG charge loss mechanisms: i) ∆Q FG depends on the number of generated holes, not on the number of those surviving the prompt recombination. In fact, ∆Q FG is by far larger than predicted by considering the effects of holes surviving the recombination only; ii) ∆Q FG has a strong dependence on E OX : it is (by far) larger for FGs with higher V TH .
To test retention properties of irradiated memories, we irradiated a T1 device with 10 7 Ag ions/cm 2 . We identified two sets of cell, the first one composed by hit cells, that is, cells that experienced |∆V TH |>50mV, and the second one composed by 50,000 non-hit cells (∆V TH =0). We erased the whole array by using UV and then programmed it again. Then we periodically monitored the V TH distribution of the two sets. Non-hit cells experienced optimum performance and no appreciable ∆V TH at all was detected after 3 months @ RT (data are not shown for brevity). Cumulative V TH distribution of the hit FG sub-set is reported in Fig.2. A tail clearly appears after only 12 hours, and increases more and more with time. As expected, the ∆V TH of leaky FGs increase with time. Further, the number of FGs involved in the tail is increasing with time. Note that this is an apparent effect, since FGs having very small leakage cannot be identified as leaky after small retention times.
In fact, we used a recent model to simulate a multi Trap-Assisted Tunneling (TAT) path along the defects generated by the ion. Physical and energetic positions of traps are determined for each calculated oxide field point aiming to maximizing the tunnel probability. In Fig.3 we show the tunnel current as a function of the trap crosssection σ c , at the fixed oxide field E OX =2MV/cm. We varied σ c between 10 -13 and 10 -12 cm 2 , corresponding to positively charged traps. The current associated to a 2-or 3-traps path is enough to explain the ∆Q FG found. However, this mechanism is very slow and detectable in a small fraction of hit cells. Therefore, FG discharge is controlled by two different mechanisms: a transient one, occurring during or immediately after the ion strike, and a long-term one, for which the multiple TAT appears as a reasonable description. The description the transient discharge is trickier.
We may propose at least three qualitative models to describe the transient mechanism. First, we can assume that most electrons thermalize outside the oxide, leaving several holes non-recombined in the oxide, which are very slowly moving toward the negatively charged FG. These holes may cause a strong local deformation of the oxide barrier that increases the tunneling current and therefore recombination between tunneling electrons and holes. Given the role played by holes in this scenario, we called this mechanism Positive charge Assisted Leakage Current (PALC). An alternative description is linked to generated electrons, instead of holes. We can suppose that the dense plasma of high-mobility carries generated inside the oxide acts as a temporary "conducting pipe" active trough the gate oxide and quickly discharging the FG. Similar mechanisms have been successfully used to discuss the Single Event Gate Rupture (SEGR) and the ion shunt effect: an ion crossing a sandwiched p/n/p region generates a plasma of electrons and holes, which temporary acts as a conductor. Finally, electrons stored in the FG can gain energy from the impinging ion and be directly emitted over the conduction band of the tunnel oxide. Further, the ion generates many electron/hole pairs in the FG itself. In bulk silicon, an ion looses about 3.6 eV for each generated electron/hole pair. Once integrated over the large thickness of the FG, this leads to an enormous number of generated carriers, whose lifetime is nevertheless very short in very doped substrates. Further, the energy distribution of generated electrons is unknown.
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